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Event 201 programmed world governments to fall in line and
respond with one voice. However, in order for the plan to
succeed, the people would have to comply in large numbers. Now
that  deadlines  of  declared  National  Emergencies  have  long
since expired, new laws are being set up that will, again,
require the compliance of the people.

The  meaning  of
OVID?   “a  sheep”

The Quarantine Act In Canada
Under  the  Crown,  the  newly  amended  law  in  Canada,  The
Quarantine Act (pages 1 & 2), states that anyone coming into
Canada will have to be examined /tested by quarantine officers
and also must accept any proposed treatment from them (ie
vaccines).  If  anyone  refuses  to  be  screened  they  can  be
arrested & detained without warrant. This lines up with the
leaked memo from Canadian political officials a few months
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back.

Quarantine facilities

(7) The Minister may by order designate any place in Canada
as a quarantine facility and amend, cancel or reinstate the
designation.

Screening technology

14 (1) Any qualified person authorized by the Minister may,
to determine whether a traveller has a communicable disease
or symptoms of one, use any screening technology authorized
by the Minister that does not involve the entry into the
traveller’s body of any instrument or other foreign body.

Refusal to be screened

(2) If a traveller refuses to be screened with the screening
technology and the person using it is not a screening officer
or quarantine officer, the person shall immediately inform a
screening officer or quarantine officer of the refusal.

New York Dictate
New York is proposing similar laws. Democrat N. Nick Perry
introduced Assembly Bill A416, which calls for the “removal
and/or  detention”  of  individuals  who  are  identified  as  a
“case, contact or carrier” of a contagious disease.

THE  GOVERNOR  OR  HIS  OR  HER  DELEGEE,  INCLUDING,  BUT  NOT
LIMITED TO THE COMMISSIONER OR THE HEADS OF
LOCAL  HEALTH  DEPARTMENTS,  MAY  ORDER  THE  REMOVAL  AND/OR
DETENTION OF SUCH A PERSON OR OF A GROUP OF SUCH PERSONS BY
ISSUING A SINGLE ORDER, IDENTIFYING SUCH PERSONS EITHER BY
NAME  OR  BY  A  REASONABLY  SPECIFIC  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE
INDIVIDUALS OR GROUP BEING DETAINED. SUCH PERSON OR GROUP OF
PERSONS SHALL BE DETAINED IN A MEDICAL FACILITY OR OTHER
APPROPRIATE FACILITY OR PREMISES DESIGNATED BY THE GOVERNOR
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OR HIS OR HER DELEGEE AND COMPLYING WITH SUBDIVISION FIVE OF
THIS SECTION.

According to a January 2, 2021 article, the law allows the
governor or a health official to unilaterally approve such
detentions for any health emergency, not only for Coronavirus.
However,  a  court  order  is  required  within  60  days  of
confinement,  and  judicial  review  is  also  required  if  the
individual is still in detention after 90 days. Citizens that
are placed in detention will only be released once “health
authorities” determine that they are no longer contagious.

The Great Reset
These “Acts” are in line with The Great Reset, a campaign to
homogenize all laws, all nations, all minds.  Under the Great
Reset, one group of people declare themselves authority over
all others, all movement and all medical choices, property
rights, and other rights.

You will be told that “For The Good of All” you must obey new
restrictions.  For  the  good  of  all,  you  must  conform.
Uniformity over unity. Conformity over freedom. Sustainability
“for urgent times” under the United Nations as the New Normal.

You will be strongly encouraged to reset the language, reset
creativity,  and  reset  your  thoughts,  and  your  solutions,
under new Global Norms dictated by the United Nations. These
new ‘norms’ will claim to offer a “window of opportunity” to
change “the future state of global relations, the direction of
national economies, the priorities of societies, the nature of
business models and the management of a global commons.”

 

All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts, – Shakespeare, As
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You Like It,

If all the world is a stage, as disclosed under the pseudonym
of William Shakespeare, then all Acts are scripts for actors.

What secret group is behind the 2020 Pandemic script?  Could
it be the authors of The Secret Covenant?

The Secret Covenant
A  secret  group  that  remains  ‘Anonymous’  has  made  their
intentions known on how the Acts on the world stage will play
out in the Secret Covenant. Some points are listed as follows:

We will always hide our objectives but carry our our plan.

We will use soft metals, aging accelerators and sedatives in
food and water, also in the air.

They will be blanketed by poisons everywhere they turn.

Their minds will belong to us and they will do as we say. If
they refuse we shall find ways to implement mind-altering
technology into their lives.

When they give birth, we will inject poisons into the blood of
their children and convince them it is for their help.

We will render them docile and weak before us by our power.

We  will  establish  a  money  system  that  will  imprison  them
forever; keeping them and their children in debt.

When they shall ban together, we shall accuse them of crimes
and present a different story to the world, for we shall own
all the media.

When they shall rise up against us, we will crush them like
insects, for they are less than that.

So grand the illusion of freedom will be, that they will never
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know they are our slaves.

We will use our media to control the flow of information and
their sentiment in our favor.

When our goal is accomplished, a new era of dominion will
begin.

But if they ever find out they are our equal, we shall perish
then. THIS THEY MUST NEVER KNOW

If they ever find out that together they can vanquish us, they
will take action.

– Author Unknown

Individual Power in a Staged Reality
Could  a  global  frequency  grid,  controlled  by  Artificial
Intelligence (A.I.), create an illusion of reality?

For centuries humans have been made to fight for freedom on
roads paved with blood under the direction of an unseen group,
synonymous with A.I.. When humans follow dictates and Acts,
and accept untested A.I. as truth, they lose touch with their
own intuition, energy, thoughts, and humanity.

When you allow your body to be herded and monitored like
sheep, when you allow yourself to be branded with masks, when
you allow your nose to be tested with swabs, when you allow
your mind to be captured by dictates, when you allow your body
to be injected with poisons, you lock your own gates from
within. You consent to be controlled as a sheep. Livestock are
vaccinated nasally.

What  if  refusing  the  Act  and  its  dictates  preserves  your
authentic frequency? What is preserving your frequency is one
easy solution to separate yourself from the rest of the herd
mentality?  What if creating an inner state of calm, peace,
joy, and gratitude throws a wrench in the fear-based control
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system and unleashes freedom for humanity on a larger scale
than a single stage? What if you create a Notice of Non-
consent when it comes to mandates of any kind? You operate in
the realm of the private (not public) where your inherent
rights are protected.

Freeing yourself from a staged reality must begin with taking
the bull by the horns and seeing yourself as energy first,
unique, with your own distinct energy signature, your own
energy fingerprints, your own senses and sensibilities, and
your own ability to choose a road paved by choice, not by
blood or poison. Do you choose your own script on your own
stage?

 

Rosanne Lindsay is a Naturopath, writer, earth keeper, health
freedom  advocate  and  author  of  the  books  The  Nature  of
Healing, Heal the Body, Heal the Planet and  Free Your Voice,
Heal Your Thyroid, Reverse Thyroid Disease Naturally.

Rosanne Lindsay is available for consultation through Turtle
Island Network.  Subscribe to her blog at natureofhealing.org.
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